ANNUAL REVIEW REPORT FOR 2021
Last year was very rich in the articles we received. Alas, few colleagues who sent us their articles became
our authors. We received 50 articles and published only 13. It means that we declined 74% of the papers
(last year it was 60%). I explained the reasons for this in my previous reports. Last year they were almost
identical. The rejected papers were out of Journal’s scope (articles on pedagogy, mathematical
linguistics, social and media studies, translatology); showed very low quality; contained elements of
self-plagiarism (translated versions of dissertation papers defended earlier and articles published
earlier in another language); suggested no novelty and appeared overdue in terms of timely feedback.

The process of editing and reviewing is long. It is described on our web site in detail. If someone asks
about it, it means that this information was not read. I strongly recommend our potential authors
starting with thorough examination of the Guidelines, Article Template and Review Template. You will
find all necessary information and useful pieces of advice there.

Journal site activity report for 2021
1. I usually check our site visitors at the end of the year. By December, 31 2021 we had 28,636 visitors
of our site (for the whole period), in 2020 we had 22,671 (+5,965).
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2. The map of visitors on December 31, 2021 looked like this.

3. By December 31, 2021 we had authors from 15 countries: Azerbaijan, Belgium, China, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Japan, Malaysia, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Sweden, Ukraine, the United Kingdom,
and the USA. Here you can find the map of our authors (https://lartis.sk/authors/). Though the number
of countries is not large, we have more and more authors from the same country widening the
geography of our journal in these countries.
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4. Our authors can find a nice photo of their university on this interactive map.

5. At the end of the year, we had visitors from the following countries:
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6. In 2020, we had visitors from 119 countries; now their number has grown up to 127. These are our
new countries:

7. On some days, too many people were reading our articles and Guidelines. These are the flags of their
countries:
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8. December 2021 issue attracted attention of many people, as it follows from Google analytics.
This is the capture of Google analytics on December 3, the second day of the issue uploading:

9. This is the capture of the visitors' map on December 10, a week after his issue was uploaded:

10. As far as we use the programme Google analytics since 2019, we can specify most downloaded and
read articles only during this period. Resulting from the data in the table during the period 01.01.2019
– 31.12.2021 the most read issues were 1-2020 and 2-2019, similarly to last year data.
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The most frequently downloaded articles are as follows: Panasenko, N., Morozova O., Gałkowski, A.,
Krajčovič, P., Kryachkov, D., Petlyuchenko, N., Samokhina, V., Stashko, H. & Uberman, A. (2-2020, 193
downloads) – the 1st place:

Artur Gałkowski, University of Łódź, Łódź, Poland (1-2020, 161 downloads) – the 2nd place:
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Olha Chernenko, Kyiv National Linguistic University, Kyiv, Ukraine (2-2019, 146 downloads) – the 3rd
place:

11. As far as our relations with Google Scholar are complicated and there is no possibility to contact the
team, this year we will not include its data into the annual report. We have 400 visible citations there,
though in fact the number is considerably higher.
12. Here is the citation report of 31.12.2021, from Web of Science and the list of top cited articles. As
compared with the previous year, we have better characteristics:

These data are constantly changing and week later, we had the following characteristics:
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13. Top ten most cited papers in WoS belong to the following authors:

The last four authors have identical number of citations, thus they belong to top 10 group.
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Our congratulations to the most downloaded and cited authors!
13. I am glad to inform our authors and readers that we are still in the list of scientific journals of the
Polish Ministry of Education and Science and are given the highest assessment with 200 points
(https://www.gov.pl/web/edukacja-i-nauka/nowy-rozszerzony-wykaz-czasopism-naukowych-irecenzowanych-materialow-z-konferencji-miedzynarodowych?fbclid=IwAR09_
XGsn8RI4sKLsyhzYet2od8r61laELBl2w_FrRfzivepzCEF4ebOGz8#xd_co_f=ZmZkZjE2YjgtM2QyMS00N2J
kLTk0MTQtYWU2NjA4N2FkYzY2~)
Załącznik do komunikatu
Ministra Edukacji i Nauki z dnia 9 lutego 2021 r.

All these data and infographics presented above are the results of hard work of the journal team
members whom I want to thank.
Nataliya Panasenko,
Editor-in-Chief
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